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For immediate release

airblue selects NYCO turbine oil
- TURBONYCOIL® 600 Paris, November 19th, 2021:
NYCO announces that airblue Limited, the
second largest airline in Pakistan, based in
Islamabad, has selected TURBONYCOIL® 600, a
synthetic standard turbine oil, to lubricate the
engines of its whole fleet composed of Airbus
A320 and A321 powered by CFM56 & LEAP
engines.
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In the words of airblue “we have an extremely good field experience using NYCO
TURBONYCOIL® 600 and are very satisfied to date of using it as our long-term turbine engine
oil of choice. Oil brand change was smooth and there were no issues related to intermixing
of oil brand, as the previous engine oil was replaced during Topping-off procedure. This
made it a very simple decision for airblue to use TURBONYCOIL® 600" commented Christian
MORAN, Sales Director at QuickSpares, NYCO’s local distributor.
“We are really glad to support airblue operations with our TURBONYCOIL® 600 through our
partner QuickSpares. We thank airblue for being our very first TURBONYCOIL®600 reference
in Pakistan and for their trust in the performance of our product. airblue now benefits from
best-in-class turbine oil in addition with great customer support at sustainable cost-effective
price” said Clément Fabre, Sales and Marketing Manager - Aeronautics.

Approved against demanding specifications, including SAE AS5780 SPC Class
and MIL-PRF-23699 F STD Class, TURBONYCOIL® 600 is qualified by all major
engine manufacturers (General Electric, Pratt & Whitney, Pratt & Whitney
Canada, Rolls-Royce, Safran Aircraft Engines, Safran Helicopters Engines, CFMI,
Klimov, Motor Sich, Aviadvigatel). It has logged more than 30 years of
experience in jet engines of military and commercial aircraft.
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About NYCO
NYCO is a French company, expert in the development and manufacture of highperformance lubricants and synthetic ester bases for Aeronautics, Defence and Industry.
A key partner for Armed Forces, Airlines, OEMs, MROs and Aero derivative Gas Turbines
users around the world, NYCO offers a comprehensive products range approved against the
most demanding civil and military specifications. Our international network of subsidiaries,
distributors and agents has enabled us to expand our presence in more than 100 countries
around the world with more than 80% of our revenues generated through exports.
For more information: www.nyco-group.com
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